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ABSTRACT
Environmental pollution is one of today’s greatest world concerns. Using renewable energies, like windpower generated electricity, is encorauged by governments all over the world and will demand better
strategies of both placing and exploiting wind farms.
One of the issues that wind farm companies must face is the accurate prediction of power they will
produce in the near future, tipically next 24-48 hours.
MM5 is a widedly extended mesoscale atmospheric predictive model of atmospheric circulation. We
have focused on its wind prediction capabilities, which allows a maximal resolution of 1 × 1 km. This
resolution is not enough for solving problems in local areas, like location of wind farms.
In contrast, mass consistent models (MCM) belong to the category of diagnostic models. They can
be used to obtain wind fields over complex terrain, represented with adapted meshes and using finite
element method, but they can’t predict at all.
In this work we propose the use of the MM5 predictions as input wind field to a mass consistent model
in order to obtain a more accurate prediction in a local area. This, in turn, would lead to a better prevision
of electrical power generation of wind farms in the short term.
We also present a comparison between some MM5 raw wind predictions versus MM5-MCM corrected
predictions over Gran Canaria Islad.
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